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In his role, Sugiarto Koh is responsible for driving Intel Security’s business activities in Singapore, including
overseeing and developing the company’s new business opportunities for the market.
Sugiarto brings to his role over two decades of regional leadership experience in the information technology
(IT) sector. Prior to joining Intel Security, Sugiarto was Regional Director (Security) for ASEAN at Cisco Systems.
Sugiarto joined Cisco in 2014 through the acquisition of Sourcefire, where he had been responsible for
growing Sourcefire’s business in ASEAN and North Asia since 2009.
Before this, Sugiarto also successfully grew sales and led business operations regionally at various global
organisations including TippingPoint, Crossbeam Systems, Blue Coat Systems and F5 Networks. Over the
years, he has garnered extensive experience developing and implementing key IT and security strategies for
global organisations and local agencies across key industry segments in the region via cross consultation and
close collaboration.
Sugiarto holds a Master of Science in Electrical Engineering from the Ohio State University, Columbus, USA,
and a Master of Business Administration from the National University of Singapore.
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Koh Ssu Han is SE Manager and is responsible for evangelizing digital security in the Southeast Asia market.
With more than 15 years of experience in the Information Security & Technology sector, Ssu Han has worked
with customers including banks, telcos, government and other industries.
He holds extensive experiences in leading numerous security implementation projects specializing in firewall
and VPN technologies, intrusion detection and prevention technologies, security incidents correlation
management, content security management technologies, end-point network admission control defense
technologies and wireless security frameworks.
Ssu Han is also a security advisor and consultant to numerous companies performing assessments for security
governance requirements.
More recently, he has been assisting customers with securing IoT and Advance Threat Prevention. Koh Ssu
Han is passionate about collaborating closely with our customers to understand their challenges and
recommend appropriate solutions.
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Mark Tan joined Intel Security in 1996 as a Security Engineer and Trainer for Asia Pacific, and has more than
25 years of security engineering, deployment, and consulting experience.
Mark has been involved in providing and ensuring network security for some of the largest networks around
the Asia Pacific region. In his current role, Mark is responsible for providing Pre Sales support, consultation,
and product integration and strategy development.

